With only nine months to go in 2019, we’re now fully immersed in the November 2020 US
electoral campaign and the two parties are scurrying to line up candidates to appeal to the
various identity groups. Taking a cue from the major media, we refrain from any mention
of issues so as not to confuse the voters. Here then is the Democratic buffet table of
presidential candidates with their natural constituencies.

Joe Biden

Ronald Reagan nostalgics and rabidly bi-partisan voters

Cory Booker

bank presidents and other Obama nostalgics.

Steve Bullock

red state Democrats

Pete Buttigieg

LGBTQ voters, especially from the mid-west and the military

Julian Castro

progressive Latinos

John Delaney

Democratic capitalists

Tulsi Gabbard

Hindus and Bernie fans who fear he’s too old

Kirsten Gillibrand

angry MeTooers and die-hard Hillary supporters

Kamala Harris

law & order Blacks

John Hickenlooper

radical centrists

Jay Inslee

climate change crusaders

Amy Klobuchar

“Mid-western nice” women with an edge

Wayne Messam

Jamaican-Americans & gun-shy football fans

Beto O’Rourke

Latino Kennedy family nostalgics

Bernie Sanders

elderly rural Jews and young socialists

Elizabeth Warren

Native Americans and enemies of banks

Marianne Williamson

Blacks hoping for reparations

Andrew Yang

techies & young entreprenuers

Meanwhile the GOP is concentrating its efforts on a very limited offering of candidates,
shown here with their major constituencies.

Donald Trump

opponents of Galileo and subsequent heretics, folks awaiting the Rapture; nostalgics for the
presidencies of Andrew Jackson and James Polk and the people who don’t know who they
were; the 1% and their employees in the upper 10%; worshippers of Benjamin Netanyahu,
Ayn Rand Catholics, health care capitalists; garden variety misogynists; Mussolini and Giuliani
nostalgics; NRA and AIPAC donors.

William Weld

alienated moderate Republicans; Libertarians

John Kasich

Never-Trump Republicans

CCN
The Cat Cartoon Network
Fair and Nuanced
All the rats fit to trap

